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Week Lessons Modification Submit Objectives

1 Lessons
84-87

Write division word problems, identifying the best label, identify the best equation,
complete the word problem; Long division, the first 3 steps to long division; Long
division, repeating the 3 steps in the tens and ones columns; 1 and 2 digit quotients
with remainders

2 Lesson
88-91

2 and 3 digit quotients with remainders, 2 and 3 digit quotients with remainders; Zero
in the quotient, when when the number doesn't divide into the dividend; Divide
multiples of 10 and 100; 4 digit dividends, dividing money

3 Lesson
92-96

Lesson 96 is
optional

Test 8 Averages, add and divide to figure out average; Division review; Chapter 8 review;
Chapter 8 Test; Cumulative review

4 Lessons
97-101

Pictographs and bar graphs, use the information to create the graphs; Bar graphs
and circle graphs, use the information to fill in the information; Line graph, read the
line graph; Coordinate Graph, graph ordered pairs; Line plots and leaf plots, using
the plots to answer the information, reading the leaf graph

5 Lessons
102-106

Lesson 102 Logic, using logic to solve problems; Review graphs and data; Chapter 9 Review;
Chapter 9 Test; Cumulative Review

6 Lessons
107-110

Inches and feet, measuring the line to the nearest inch, identifying the length of
objects; Length and distance, identify the length of objects, convert measurements,
compare the lengths; Renaming measurements; Weight, ounce, pounds, tons

7 Lessons
110-114

Capacity, cups, pints, quarts, gallons; Temperature, writing temperature in fahrenheit;
Time to the minute, converting time; Time AM and PM before and after the hour, writ
time using quarter to, quarter after or half past, identify the correct time



8 Lessons
115-118

Elapsed time, setting clock to specific added or subtracted times; Calendar, read the
calendar, identify conversions of time; Roman numerals, fill out clock in roman
numerals, identify the correct roman numeral; Chapter 10 Review

9 Lessons
119-123

Test 10 Chapter 10 Test, Cumulative Review; Multiples of 10; Multiplication addition principle;
2 digit x 2 digit factors, steps to solve 2 digit x 2 digit factors


